Your Imagination is our Limit...

Standard & Custom Solutions to meet your specific needs!!

We specialize in providing adaptable solutions that are tailored specifically towards your needs. We do not attempt to fit your process into one of our standard solutions. Since we are the manufacturer, our processing time for design & manufacturing is much less than our competitors and the possibilities are endless.
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Here are a few of our Standard Table Styles...

**WorkBench Models:**

- A-109P / A-109PE (Flat Table)
- ER-108P (Equipment Rack Unit)
- F-103PL / F-103PLE (Upper Shelf)
- F-103PLDS (Double Upper Shelves)
- F-107P (Fully Adjustable)
- FR-104P (Flow Rack Station)
- LF-102P (Laminar Flow Workstation)
- LS-106P (Computer LAN/WAN)
- P-107P (Packaging / Shipping Unit)
- T-101P (Double-Sided Workstation)

**Custom WorkBenches:**
We also manufacture CUSTOM WORKBENCHES to meet your specifications...
Here are a few of our Standard Table Accessories...

- Metal Drawers
- ABS Plastic Drawers
- Plastic-Laminated Drawers
- Overhead Light Booms
- Manual Hand Crank or Electric Switch Hydraulic Lift System
- Tilting Tops – Hydraulic or Manual Control
- Adjustable-Height, Manual w/ Leg Pins
- Articulating Monitor & Keyboard Tray – Mouse Tray is Optional
- Tool Boards
- Bin Panel Storage Tote Bins Optional
- Power Outlets
- Top Options: Plastic Laminate Static-Dissipative Chemical-Resistant Solid Surface Butcher Block
- Caster Options: Standard, Brakes, Total Locking – Wheels for All Environments...
- Flow Rack Shelves Fixed or Adjustable
- Removable Riser (Upper Shelf)
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More Table Accessories...

- Tool Trolleys
- Tool Balancers
- Articulating Monitor (Old Style CRT) & Keyboard Tray
- Tool Balancers – Available in three Sizes for Tools Ranging in Size from .5 to 5 lbs.
- Articulating Storage Tray System
- Articulating Flat Monitor Stand with Keyboard Tray – Mouse Tray Optional
- Status Indicator Lamp Systems
- Air Manifolds
- Tilting Tops - Hydraulic or Manual
- Total Ergonomic Solutions
- Ergonomic Foot Rests
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Finish Descriptions / Typical Applications:

#2B/A - Appliance trim, Appliances, Architectural components, Auto trim, Builder’s hardware, Chute liners, Commercial refrigerators, Cookware, Fishing equipment, Flatware, Food processing equipment, General hardware, Highway truck trailers, Mass transit cars, Radiant heaters, Range hoods, Scientific apparatus, Surgical instruments, Textile finishing equipment

#4 - This general-purpose finish is widely used for restaurant and kitchen equipment, storefronts and food processing and dairy equipment.

#8 - This Finish is used primarily for Clean rooms, Column covers, Mirrors, Ornamental trim, Press plates, Reflectors, Signage, Wall panels. Similar to “Electro-Polished”.
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Stainless Steel Properties...

**300 Series Austenitic** – Alloys: 301, 302, 303, 304, 305, 308, 309, 310, 314, 316, 317, 321, 330, 347, 384
Chromium-nickel alloy can develop high strength by cold working. Non-magnetic, not heat treatable and has good formability. Additions of molybdenum can increase the corrosion resistance.
Typical use: Food equipment, chemical equipment, architectural applications

"**Polished**" finishes are produced by mechanically abrading the surface with a series of gradually finer abrasives or a special rolling procedure that simulates the appearance of mechanical abrasion. The smoothest polished finishes are buffed after mechanical polishing to produce a mirror-like appearance.

“**ElectroPolished**” Stainless Steel can provide a chrome like appearance through micropolishing. This type of finish is not done by buffing, making electropolishing superior to any final process that can be done to stainless steel. As for the food industry, the FDA requires that ALL metallic equipment that comes into contact with food be stainless steel. And by law, these items have to be electrically polished.
A Little RDM History About Us...

RDM Industrial Products, Inc. provides an array of quality industrial furniture and support products to the Advanced Technology, Biotechnology, Electronics, Healthcare, and many other private and commercial industries. Established in 1977, RDM has been in the California Bay Area for over 30 years. Our facility is conveniently located in the heart of the Silicon Valley and can provide your company with the quality products and services you demand quickly. We specialize in shipping our products to locations nationwide on demand and on time.

Our company slogan / goals are:  

QUALITY • SERVICE • TIMING

As a manufacturer of industrial furniture, we produce workbenches, lab tables, technician workstations, lift tables, laminar flow stations with HEPA filtration, We also manufacture commercial cabinets (European-style with slab type doors), service counters, reception counters, conference tables, countertops, display and store fixtures, and laboratory cabinets and tops.

As a distributor, we offer many of the peripheral products that compliment our manufactured products, such as laboratory and cleanroom seating, storage cabinets, file cabinets, wire shelving, carts, ESD static control products, and many ergonomic solutions such as foot rests, keyboard holders, flat screen monitor stands, CRT monitor stands.

As a registered California Small Business, RDM Industrial Products is ready to help you with your projects. If you are local to the Bay Area, we invite you to visit our showroom, located near the Heart of Silicon Valley at 1652 Watson Court in Milpitas, California, where you can view our many styles of lab tables, workstations, workbenches and their accessories. Here you can see our specialty table models in action, like our ergonomic lift table which is equipped with an electronically-operated hydraulic lift system (Model A-107P, Lift Table), or our double sided workstation (Model T-101P), ball-transfer tables, heavy duty tables, LAN workstations, laminar flow stations, and much more. We also have many of the peripheral products that we offer on display, such as Seating, Shelving, Material Handling, Cabinets, and ESD (Static Control) items.

Please browse through our web site and feel free to call us (408-945-8400) with any questions you may have regarding our products or services. We will gladly provide you with a quote on all items you may be interested in. Thank you for your time and interest with RDM Industrial Products...

We look forward to hearing from you...  
The RDM Crew !!
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RDM Industrial Products Inc.

QUALITY • SERVICE • TIMING - phone (877) 777-9130

YOUR SOURCE FOR STAINLESS STEEL FURNITURE SOLUTIONS...

- Lab Tables / Work Benches
- Computer Room Work Stations
- Clean Room Furnishings
- Large & Heavy Duty Tables
- Food Prep Tables & Carts
- Production Workstations, Etc.

- CLEANROOM
- FOOD PREP INDUSTRY
- HEALTHCARE
- MILITARY
- ELECTRONICS
- RECYCLING
- SEMICONDUCTOR
- SCIENCE LABORATORIES

...AND MUCH MORE
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